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Carbon-arrow technology is
evolving at such a fast pace
that it’s safe to say that the

average customer walking through
your doors is in the market for some-
thing new and improved to stuff in
their quiver.  The latest carbon-
arrow developments help any
bowhunter become a more efficient
archer, promising greater accuracy
under the most demanding condi-
tions, deeper penetration on the
biggest game or more speed on
demand, depending on desires, plus
increased durability that makes
them nearly indestructible.  These
are features that make it easy for any
bowhunter to justify abandoning the
shafts, carbon or aluminum, that
they have long used in favor of
investing in something new.  

Space-age materials and revolu-
tionary manufacturing processes
have culminated in carbon arrows
that are straighter and more tightly
matched than those that came
before them, facilitating easier tun-
ing and the confidence that comes
with improved downrange groups.
New approaches to carbon-arrow

design practically guarantee deeper
penetration when customers need it
most; on the largest big game or fol-
lowing an unintentional bone hit.
Plus, more rugged finishes, com-
bined with the attributes already
mentioned, mean the newest carbon
arrows are the strongest yet avail-
able; which translates directly into
fewer broken arrows while practic-
ing, more rugged dependability on
big game.  These are features that
have bowhunters looking to pur-
chase new arrows this season.

More KE Punch – Easton ST
Slimmer, more power-packed

shafts are the biggest news since car-
bon arrows lost troublesome “out-
serts” and began to wear standard
internal inserts aluminum shooters
had grown accustomed to.  These are
arrows customers can count on for
their most rough and tumble big
game exploits.  Aluminum-arrow
giant Easton did not allow itself to be
left behind in the carbon revolution,
in fact, proving yet again to be a
trend setter with their ingenious Axis
shafts.  Axis arrows are built around

Easton ST (Slim
Tech) and HIT
(Hidden Insert
Te c h n o l o g y )

features that prove a complete
departure from any carbon arrow
before it.  Low-diameter Slim Tech
construction bucks a crosswind and
creates less drag during flight and
penetration, while thicker shaft walls
increase overall durability and KE
(kinetic energy) punch.  HIT tech-
nology increases accuracy and adds
strength by providing precise mating
between broadhead or field point
ferrules and interior shaft walls.
Black ST Axis and camouflaged ST
Axis Mossy Oak Obsession or
Realtree APG shafts are equipped
with direct-fit X-Nocks for stream-
lined performance.  All Axis shafts
are offered in 500, 400, 340 and 300
deflections, weighing 8.1, 9.0, 9.5
and 10.7 gpi (grains per inch)  in
standard Axis; 8.9, 9.8, 10.3 and 11.5
gpi in camouflaged versions.     

Easton was quick to incorporate
Slim Tech technology into A/C
Super Slim shafts, combining HIT
technology with proven A/C con-
struction (durable carbon fibers
wrapped and bonded to a precision
alloy core for added accuracy).  A/C
Super Slim shafts come in standard
500, 400, 340 and 300 deflections,
weighing from 8.5 to 11.5 gpi in

Arrow components from Easton Technical Products now come
in attractive, easy to use clamshell packs.



respective spine ratings.  
Stepping outside the box further,

Easton literally turned A/C technolo-
gy inside out to create the unique
Axis Full Metal Jacket (FMJ).  The
FMJ incorporates accurate and
durable Axis HIT construction,
direct-fit X Nocks and thick-walled
interior plus streamlined exterior
dimensions.  The FMJ is essentially a
thick-walled Axis carbon core wear-
ing a super-straight 7075 alloy (alu-
minum) metal jacket for maximum
KE punch and penetration.  All
deflections include Easton .003-inch
Tru-Specs straightness and 2 grains
per dozen matched weight (Tru-
Specs meaning that no single arrow
within a dozen will fall below adver-
tised specs).  

I’ve used FMJs extensively while
shooting summer 3-D and can
assure you that pulling them from
high-density foam targets is certain-
ly easier than with carbon-exterior
shafts.  They’ve proven supremely
accurate and dependable on a hand-
ful of archery trophies, including a
45-yard shot on a big mule deer shot
with recurve and at least a couple
rugged feral hogs.  They weigh from
8.9 gpi in 500 deflection (perfect for
the average traditional bow) to 11.1
gpi in 340 spine most compound
shooters will find most useful, to
11.6 gpi in the stiffest 300 spine.  If
they show a single disadvantage, it’s
that they will bend after hard impact,
though they resist this better than
pure aluminum shafting.

Easton also applied ST technolo-
gy to their standard carbon lineup
last year.  Slim Tech construction
transforms Easton’s proven and eco-
nomic Epic (black), Epic Realtree HD
Green, and budget-priced ST Carbon
Excel, into a slimmer, more energy-
packed hunting shaft.  Inserts and
nocks differ from actual ST Axis
specs, a new High Precision (HP)
Insert System offering an extended
design to help it better align with

shaft walls for tighter, more precise
mating, H Nocks taking the place of
X Nocks.  Realtree shafts weigh 8 to
10.7 gpi – 500 to 300 respectively –
popular 340 spine giving you 10.2
gpi.  Black ST Epics provide 7.3 to 10
gpi mass in 500, 400, 340 and 300
deflections, with a lighter 600 spine
added for youth or women shooters.
Both Epic shafts provide +/-.003 Tru-
Specs straightness and 2-grain
matched weight.  New ST Carbon
Excel includes the same gpi and
matched-weight specs, but +/- .005
straightness, and are not offered in
600 spine.

Also new, the PowerFlight is a
less expensive carbon shaft that uses
Easton’s proprietary C2 construction
that holds standard, direct-fit Easton
Super or 3D Super Nocks and CB
inserts.  They deliver a balance of
speed and hard-hitting energy in
500, 400, 340 and 300 deflections.
They are lighter than ST Epic and

Excel shafts, weighing 7.3, 8.9, 9.3
and 9.5 gpi in respective spine rat-
ings.

Beman MFX
Beman’s heavy hitters also

include small exterior diameter and
thick interior walls that hold
recessed HIT inserts.  MFX “Micro-
Diameter” shafts pack even more
durability and KE knock-down
power than their Axis counterparts
— slower arrow speeds is the price to
pay for those benefits.  

Black Team Realtree MFX, with
center Realtree camouflage graphics,
give archers a 8.9 to 11.7 gpi wallop
in 500 to 300 deflections, Classic
MFX (with realistic wood-grain fin-
ish) have higher 9.7 to 11.2 gpi num-
bers (up to 340 deflection only; I
assume because they are intended
primarily for traditional shooters).

Trophy Ridge brand from Bear
has dramatic new carbon shafts

Satellite shafts are being
replaced by a new series of deep-
penetrating shafts under the Trophy
Ridge brand where Bear Archery is
grouping its other accessories. These
new shafts still use the seamless,
woven technology that was a feature
of Satellite, but the shaft walls are
thicker and smaller in diameter.
Shafts that weight between 7 and 11
grains per inch in the four available
sizes are headed by a new “Armor Tough Insert” (at right) that captures and
reinforces the leading edge. To help quiet them all four grades have Silent
Slide Shaft Coating. That’s advertised to makes it the “quietest arrow
through the Whisker Biscuit.”

The Top of the line Crush, which come with precision Beiter nocks as
unfletched shafts or finished arrows with Savage Duravanes, weigh within 1
grain per dozen and are within .0008 in straightness. Sorting at the factory
gives the Blast series a still impressive .002 straightness tolerance, while a
dozen may vary up to 5 grains in weight. Hailfire shafts fall under the .004 tol-
erance level, while Wrath are within .006. Call (800) 694-9494 for pricing.

Continued on page 84
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Both provide true +/- .003 straight-
ness and 2 grain matched weight per
dozen.  Simply stated, these are
some of the toughest arrow shafts on
earth, nearly impossible to break
save your customer makes a direct
hit with rock.    

Carbon Express CX Edge
The slim-line approach proved

ground-breaking enough that at
least two companies quickly fol-
lowed suit.  Carbon Express’ new CX
Edge and CX Edge Hunter offer a
deep-driving carbon option that is
also less effected by crosswinds.
Edge Hunter models include tip-to-
nock BuffTuff Construction, for a
stronger, ultra-thin shaft with
Eastman Outfitters’ Timber Illuzion
camouflage finish built right in.
BuffTuff Construction also means

they are quiet across any arrow rest.
Both Edge shafts are 14 percent
smaller diameter than standard
Carbon Express CX Series shafts and
are equipped with a stainless steel
Slimline half-out insert system and
direct-fit nocks.  They weigh 9.3/10.6
gpi in 250 spine (CX Edge/CX Edge
Hunter) and 10.3/11.5 gpi in 350.  

CI Hot Shaft XLT Slim
Carbon Impact’s Hot Shaft XLT

Slim joins the slim-carbon trend,
H.O.T. referring to Half-Out
Technology, a special streamlined
insert acting as an extension of the
shaft.  Slim refers to shafts that are
highly-reinforced and small diame-
ter; fitted with a flush-fitting point
insert and protective Rotonock.
They are offered in 55/65 and 65/75
spines, and Yellow .003, and Blue
.006 straightness tolerances, with 3
and 4 grain weight tolerances,
respectively.  They weigh 8.5 and 9.1
gpi.

Carbon Tech CT Panther
Carbon Tech’s brand-new CT

Panther approaches efficient KE
transfer via a tough-as-nails tapered
design.  Carbon Tech calls the
Panther a “tru-tapered” shaft, pro-
viding a power-packed front end
with true tapering down its entire
length to make tuning broadheads
easier.  Spine is controlled in a single
shaft size by cutting off various
lengths from either front or rear.
This allows a single shaft to cover
spine deflections between 40 and 80
pounds.  Cutting them from the
front decreases spine; cutting from
the rear increases it.  The tapered
design provides improved F.O.C.
(Front of Center balance) and stored
energy for less drag in flight and
greater control of fixed-blade broad-
heads.  They include standard
inserts and Bohning Signature
nocks that fit snuggly in shaft ends
at any cut length.  Proprietary
Precision Multi-Directional Carbon
Layered Design — five-layer seam-
less construction — means a full

dozen arrows group as one; some-
thing Carbon Tech has built a repu-
tation on.                       

Carbon Express Built-In
Weight Forward Technology

Think of it as a modern footed
arrow, Built-In Weight Forward tech-
nology placing more weight – and
durability – up front were it is need-
ed most.  The rear third of the shaft
includes standard woven BuffTuff2
black-carbon construction that is
tough yet light, the front two thirds
incorporating camouflaged BuffTuff
construction to add both weight and
durability.  Carbon Express says this
helps these arrows shoot better,
especially with a broadhead
installed, by providing better bal-
ance and faster arrow recovery after
release.  This technology is found in
high-quality Maxima Hunter,
Terminator Lite Hunter and eco-
nomical, power-packed Rebel
Hunter.  

Maxima Hunter shafts include
super-straight +/- .0025 straightness
and +/- 1.0 grain weight tolerance.
They weigh 8.0 gpi in 250 deflection,
8.9 gpi in 350; Eastman Timber
Illuzion camouflage included on the
weight-forward section.  Terminator
Lite Hunter shafts come in 4560 and
6075 deflections, include .0035-inch
straightness and 1.0-grain weight
tolerance, but weigh a tad more, at
8.9 and 9.8 gpi, respectively.  Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD covers the
business end of these shafts.  The
economical Rebel Hunter includes
.005 straightness and 1.0-grain
matched weight, but weigh 10.6 and
11.3 gpi in 4560 and 6075 deflec-
tions.  Eastman Oak Illuzion makes
up the camoed end.  

Straighter Than Ever
There was a time, not so long

ago, when carbon arrow straightness
wasn’t even in the same ballpark
with aluminum arrows.  This is no
longer true.  While customers pay
more for this straightness, premium
shafting with laser-straight toler-

Circle 186 on Response Card

Carbon Express CX Edge
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ances and precisely matched weight
are offered by nearly every major
arrow manufacturer.  The shafts
aren’t necessarily built to these
specs, simply sorted after manufac-
turing to find the best of every run.
This extra handling is what justifies
the extra cost, though many serious
archers are more than willing to pay
for any perceived boost in accuracy.
These are arrows that give shooters
confidence when a coveted 3-D tro-
phy is at stake, or when pursuing
long-range game such as mountain
mule deer or high-plains pronghorn.
These are arrows that will tighten
your customer’s target groups or
assure true broadhead flight. 

Carbon Express 
Straight Shooters

When it comes to “straight,”
arrows such as Carbon Express’ 3D
Select and Maxima 3D Select take
the lead.  These are shafts with +/-
.001 maximum straightness
deviances, and weight tolerances of
+/- 1 grain.  In carbon it doesn’t get
any better.  They also contain up to
seven multi-directional layers of
cross-woven carbon to assure tough-
ness.  Carbon Express also tightened
up the straightness tolerances on
some of their hardcore hunting
shafts, .0025-inch straightness now
found in BuffTuff Plus Maxima,
newer Maxima Hunter and
improved Terminator Lite Select and
XP Select (all with 1 grain matched
weight), and refined CX (with 2-grain
matched weight).  

Carbon Tech XP & 3-D
Carbon Tech has long offered

straighter XP and 3-D grades in all of
their arrow models; heavy-weight CT
Rhino XP, made-for-speed CT
Cheetah 3-D, affordable CT Whitetail
XP, and line-cutting CT Hippo XP.
The XP stands for “Extreme
Performance,” and all offer super-
accurate .0015 straightness toler-
ances.  The company boasts that
when you buy a dozen CT arrows all
12 will group as one.  

Beman Elite & ViBrake
Beman’s ICS Hunter Elite give

you confidence-building .001-inch
straightness, plus 2-grain per dozen
matched weight.  All ICS Hunter
shafts, regardless of straightness,
represent a middle-road shaft in
regards to weight verses speed that
handles it all, in gpi weights of 7.3 in
500 deflection, 8.4 in 400, 9.3 in
popular 340 and 9.5 in 300.  Also
new, Beman ICS shafts are now
equipped with accuracy-enhancing
ViBrake inserts, whether choosing
the Elite, standard Hunter or Camo
Hunter.  Standard ICS shafts include
+/- .003 straightness and 2-grain-
per-dozen matched weight.  ViBrake
inserts include small LimbSaver
NAVCOM IV rubber protrusions on
the rear (hidden inside the shaft)
that make the arrow quieter in flight
and while in bow quivers by signifi-
cantly reducing vibration.  This
reduction in vibration also shortens
settling time after release for quick-
er stabilization and enhanced accu-
racy.  This is technology that helps

even standard ICS shafts group
tighter and steer broadheads
straighter.

Easton A/C
A/C technology, already men-

tioned, also gives Easton arrows a
straightness edge, power-packed
A/C Super Slim and proven A/C/C
shafts offering both .002 Tru-Specs
straightness and .5-grain matched
weight.  Even the venerable A/C/C
remains popular with serious
bowhunters through a combination
of accuracy and toughness.  A/C/Cs
come in one of the widest deflection
spans of any shaft in the industry,
covering target-oriented customers
and hard-core bowhunters alike.
Popular hunting-weight shafts like
the 3-49, 3-60 and 3-71 weigh 8.8, 9.5
and 9.9 gpi, respectively.

85Circle 122 on Response Card
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Carbon Impact Fat Shaft XLT
Carbon Impact’s straightest

shafts are found in Green (.001) and
Orange (.002) grade Fat Shaft XLTs,
with no-seam and 360-degree spine
consistency (Yellow- and Blue-grade
shafts offer +/- .003 and .006.
straightness, respectively).  The new
Carbon Impact Stealth XLT provides
an accuracy edge via a built-in arrow
stabilizer – the first to introduce the
concept.  The vibration-dampening
device is factory installed to stabilize
the arrow faster and smooth out
arrow oscillation in flight, while also
optimizing F.O.C. balance.  

The Best Of The Rest
For .001 straightness and one-

grain-per-dozen matched weight in a
rugged Gold Tip shaft, look to the
highly-respected Pro Hunter and Pro
Hunter Hardwoods HD.  PSE/Carbon
Force’s cream of the crop is the Radial
X Weave Pro, also sporting .001
straightness and single-grain
matched weight.  Also notable,
Satellite Platinum Series shafts not
only include .001 straightness and 1-
grain matched weight, but every

arrow is measured for frequency to
provide the narrowest possible range
of weight, balance and consistency
and matched accordingly.

Pouring On The Speed
Speed will always have its fans,

and has a highly-viable use in many
bowhunting situations such as long-
range pronghorn.  Today’s market-
place continues to cater to those
folks with a need for speed.  Carbon
makes this easy; with toughness
ultra light aluminum arrows could
never muster.  

Carbon Tech CT Cheetah
Carbon Tech offered one of the

first speed shafts, one that is still as
good as anything out there — the CT
Cheetah.  Deflection ratings include
650 (.650), 525 (.525), 400, and 300
(good for 60- to 70-pound bows),
weighing 5.3, 6.1, 6.4, and 7.9 gpi,
respectively.  They also offer a .0015
straightness tolerance in 3-D ver-
sions and .005 in standard grades.
You won’t loose any reliability with
these light shafts either, as they
employ Precision Multi-Directional
Carbon Layered Design to produce a
shaft tough enough for big game
hunting.  Cheetahs are tough
enough that I’ve taken pronghorn
and deer out West, as well as rugged
African plains game up to 450
pounds in South Africa and
Zimbabwe without breaking a single
shaft.  

Blackhawk Speedsters
Blackhawk jumped into the

speed race with their “terminal
velocity” Vapor Jets.  They provide an

extremely lightweight package in a
stiff spine, with lower-diameter out-
side diameters that give you an edge
in the wind.  They weigh 6.5 gpi in
VJ-3000 spine, 6.9 gpi in VJ-4000,
and 7.2 gpi in VJ-5000.  Blackhawk
Vapor 23 Speed are another speed
option, weighing 7.2 and 8 gpi in
4000S and 5000s spines, while also
giving you every line-cutting advan-
tage allowed by FITA competition
rules.  Though intended primarily
for target archery, they are tough
enough that I’ve bowhunted prairie
pronghorns with 23 Speeds without
any complaints.

Additional Speed Options
The LightSpeed is Easton’s

speed demon, three shafts in 500,
400, and 340 deflections, weighing
6.5, 7.4, and 8.2 gpi, and owning bal-
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Vapor Jets by Blackhawk (below) and the Gold Tip Pro Hunter (above)

Latest Blazer vanes from Bohning
include Tiger-Striped in five colors, com-
bined below with a Tiger Wrap for a very
dramatic look.

Here’s a look at one of the new Blazer
Camouflage vanes from Bohning.



anced, mid-diameter line-cutting
ability.  Gold Tip’s answer to more
speed on demand is the Ultralight,
which comes in 600, 500, 400, and
300 deflections, and weigh from 5.7
gpi to 8.5.

Nail Tough Packaging – 
Easton & Beman Toughies

Carbon arrow popularity can be
explained by a single factor; extra-
tough durability.  They simply won’t
bend.  They are either as straight as
they arrived from the factory, or bro-
ken, and breaking them is much
more difficult than the aluminums
that preceded them.  And they just
keep getting tougher every year; typ-
ically without undue weight.  Some
of this toughness is created via con-
struction we’ve already examined,

construction such as Easton’s thick-
walled ST and Beman’s MFX tech-
nology.  Yet other factors are also
worth mentioning. 

Camouflage finishes nearly
always improve the durability and

toughness of a carbon arrow,
acting like the sinew backing
of selfbows of old, protecting
interior carbon fibers and
preventing splintering on the
vulnerable nock and insert
ends.  Take an Easton Axis or
ST Epic and cover it in super-
sharp PhotoFusion Mossy
Oak Obsession or Realtree
APG (Axis) or Realtree HD
Green (ST Epic) camouflage,
all protected by Carbon Shaft
Infinity Performance System,
and you have an arrow not
only packing more KE poten-
tial, but also proving more
difficult to damage.  I can
vouch that a Beman Team
Realtree MFX transformed
into a Classic MFX is nearly
impossible to splinter under
realistic hunting conditions.
I say this after watching a
350-pound Texas wild boar
barrel through 100 yards of
tight mesquite with half a
Classic MFX (in the lightest
500 deflection compatible

with my 50-pound Hoyt
GameMaster recurve) protruding
from his side.  Aside from fletching
damage that shaft was ready to deliv-
er another fatal broadhead after
washing away the blood.      

Carbon Express BuffTuff
Carbon Express’ BuffTuff,

BuffTuff Plus and BuffTuff Plus2 have
been heralded for superior tough-
ness, a bulletproof vest for carbon
arrows.  I’ve watched dealers place
BuffTuff shafts on a sharp edge —-
something like a 2x4 stud — and
stand on them to create incredible
bends.  Not only do they not break,
they pop right back into arrow-
straight shape afterwards.  An outer
layer of BuffTuff2 cross-weave car-
bon gives new Maxima shafts incred-
ible strength, while BuffTuff camou-
flage layers on CX Edge Hunters and
the front end of Rebel Hunter,
Terminator Lite Hunter, and Maxima
Hunter prove as tough as they come.
Carbon Express’ new BullDog Nock
Collars – added to Maxima and
Maxima Hunter, Line Jammer and X-
Jammer target shafts, and CXL 2 and
Maxima 3-d Select 3-D arrows — are
also a toughness addition, prevent-
ing splitting at the nock end follow-
ing hard impacts that make the nock
want to drive forward. They also
work to prevent damage from other
arrows as customers practice with
them.  

These are but a few of the exam-
ples of how today’s carbon arrows
have been made more durable.  

Carbon arrow construction con-
tinues to evolve.  One can only imag-
ine what’s in store for the years to
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The QukSpin ST family of vanes with their spin-
quickening airfoil at the rear now includes 4 and
3.125 inch conventional profiles (below) and this
newer 2 inch QuikSpin ST Speed Hunter at left.

AAE’s new Plastifletch Max vanes use a
air-flow friendly ribbed Elastimax material
the company says make these vanes its
toughest ever. You can get shield and par-
abolic shapes in six colors, three sizes. The
new Max Hunter is 2.1 inch long, .59 high.

Gateway Feathers has introduced the Rayzr it says
is made with “Whisper Quiet” Technology. “We
tweaked the shield cut shape by lowering the profile
and increasing the angle between the quill and the
high point in the feather's profile. Then by shorten-
ing the feather and cutting it from a specific location
from a full length feather we made ‘The First Modern
Feather for Modern Bowhunters"!

The 2 inch feather fletch comes in 13 colors.



come, but one thing is for certain,
the newest additions to the carbon-
arrow arsenal offer many advantages
over those which preceded them.
Added accuracy, the choice of deep-
er penetration potential or blazing
speed, and more rugged dependabil-
ity, are all features every bowhunting
customer can live with – all features
provided by today’s newest carbon
arrows.

Arrow Accessories 
For Better Bowhunting

Arrow accessories were once a
one-size-fits-all proposition. Differ-
ences in durability may have set one
plastic vane apart from another, but
all offered pretty much the same per-
formance characteristics.  If you had
seen one nock, you had basically seen
them all.  That is changing as well, as
manufacturers push the performance
envelope seeking better broadhead
control and faster arrow speeds with-
out sacrificing accuracy.  Just a few
examples of this component revolu-
tion follow.  

Bohning Blazer Vanes
Bohning turned everything we

thought we knew about controlling
broadhead flight on its ear after intro-
ducing the Blazer broadhead vane.
These high-profile vanes are only 2
inches long and weigh only 5 grains
(about half the weight of a standard 4-
inch vane).  If nothing else the
reduced weight adds to speed, but the
revolutionary design also proves more
than adequate for steering even fixed-
blade broadheads.  They have become
widely accepted and are used by some
of the biggest names in archery.  The
newest addition to the Blazer line are
camouflage versions for the tactically
obsessed, and bright “tiger-striped”
models that match handsome Blazer
Wraps. 

New Archery Products
QuikSpin Vanes

QuikSpin was another major
departure in vane technology.  They
are designed to increase arrow spin –
and stabilization – by up to 300 per-
cent over conventional vanes, and
even out-perform natural feathers in

arrow stabilization.  One side of the
vane includes a ribbed surface to
break up turbulence, the opposite
side smooth but including a “spoiler”
or kicker-lip at the rear edge.  They
essentially act in the same manner as
an airplane wing, but instead of pro-
viding lift, they increase spin rates.
They are heavier than conventional
vanes, and the added spin (drag) does
cause some arrows to impact lower,
but they stabilize broadheads like
nothing else.  They are offered in nine
colors and lengths of 4-, 3.125- and 2-
inch (Speed Hunter).  NAP also offers
reflective QuikSpin Wraps that make
arrows easier to see in flight and find
after dark following a miss.  

Trend Setters
Both Bohning’s Blazer and NAP’s

Quik-Spin set a new age of vane
design into motion.  Even NAP

jumped into the high-profile, short-
length game established by Bohning
by introducing the QuikSpin Speed
Hunter; 2 inches long and 17/32-inch
tall. Commercial vane leader
Duravanes jumped into the short-
vane market with the tough, silent
and strong Predator.  Even feather-
giant Gateway got into the action with
their new 2-inch Rayzr Broadhead
Feather.  Arizona Archery Enterprises’
(AAE) all-new Max Hunter, is a 2.1-
inch long, .590-inch high vane made
for broadhead use.  AAE’s brand-new
Plastifletch Max took advantage of
two technologies; short vanes (1.75-,
2- and 2.3-inch) with ribs that channel
the air vortex for more arrow control.  

G5  META Components
Leave it to G5 to step outside the

box in regards to arrow components.
META nocks and inserts are milled
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These Bright Stripes pattern feath-
ers which are barred feathers with
bright bars are the latest design from
Trueflight Manufacturing. “These make
for a very eye catching fletching.” Pete
Roemer told ArrowTrade. “Sales have
steadily increased to the point where
some of the Bright Stripes are now out-
selling the original Trueflight Barred
patterns.”

Trueflight has NOT come out with a
"new" small profile feather and Roemer
gave his honest views on the topic. “We have of course for years supplied
our 2.25 inch high profile shield, as well as our 2.5 inch and 3 inch standard
profile shield and round back. And we have heard reports as far back as 20
years ago that the 2.25 to 3 inch work well guiding broadhead equipped
arrows... IN SOME CASES.”

“However we are extremely reluctant to encourage use of these small
profiles for broadhead equipped arrows, whether we are talking plastic or
feather fletching, or carbon or aluminum shafts. Small size fletching
requires very careful setup and tuning. Even then, it leaves little or no mar-
gin for error whether the arrow is being launched or is in flight. Very few of
us shoot a "perfect shot" with "perfect form" in "perfect conditions"
EVERY time. (In my case it seems to be pretty seldom... and the deer seem
never to cooperate with my best laid shooting plans!)”

“Because the performance gain in using small fletching at normal
hunting ranges (out to say, 50 yards) is virtually undetectable, we are con-
vinced it makes little sense to add to use small fletching. The cost is just
too great for no gain.

“But... I suppose the small fletching is a style change which looks
cool’... or at least looks different. I'll give it that much. For us, though per-
formance matters most,” the Trueflight executive told ArrowTrade.

Trueflight Bucks Trend
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from lightweight magnesium using
exacting Swiss screw machines.  In the
case of META nocks, precision manu-
facturing provides greater consistency
from nock to nock that molded plastic
can not equal, for added accuracy
potential.  Magnesium weighs the
same as plastic but offers a durability
edge, especially following rear
impacts from other arrows.  META
inserts are simply lighter than alu-
minum, without giving up strength,
for those seeking a speed advantage.

Arizona Archery Enterprises 
(928) 772-9887
www.arizonaarchery.com

Beman Carbon Arrows
(801) 539-1400
www.beman.com

Bohning Company, Ltd.
(231) 229-4247
www.bohning.com

Blackhawk Arrow Company
(801) 229-1666
www.blackhawkarchery.com 

Carbon Express
(800) 241-4833
www.carbonexpressarrows.com

Carbon Force/PSE
(520) 884-9065
www.pse-archery.com

Carbon Impact
(231) 929-8152
www.carbonimpact.com

Carbon Tech
(916) 641-8088
www.carbontecharrows.com

Easton Technical Products
(801) 539-1400
www.easton.com

Gateway Feathers
(520) 805-0863
www.gatewayfeathers.com

G5 Outdoors LLC
(810) 392-8431
www.g5outdoors.com

Gold Tip
(800) 551-0541
www.goldtip.com

New Archery Products
(708) 488-2500
www.newarchery.com

Predator and Savage from  
Duravanes maker Norway Ind.
877) 778-4755
www.duravanes.com

Trophy Ridge Arrows
(866) 556-2754
www.trophyridge.com

Your source for all of your:
Bowfishing Products

Arrows and Accessories for youth and Target
Manufacturers of Quality Archery Products ~ 1-800-551-3076
info@cajunarchery.com · www.cajunarchery.com · Since 1963
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G5, which uses magnesium in its sights and peeps, also
machines the precision META nock that is standard equipment
on some Carbon Express arrows.

While Duravanes have fletched millions of arrows and are still
popular with mass-producers of arrows, Norway Industries has
developed tough Savage vanes and compact Predators to meet
changing interests among retailers and their customers.




